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Banners, or decorative blocks. first

appeared in Minecraft 1.8' You can deco-

rate your Minecraft builds with customized

banners with unique patterns by mixing

colors and patterns.

Patterns 0ccur naturalty in Minecraft.

lts various biomes, or climate-based

regions, have different patterns. There

are more than sixtv unique biomes in

Minecraft. In this part of the tab, you'[L

exptore the patterns of the rare Mesa or

Bryce biome (see right), a dry biome' The

Mesa biome has the most recognizable

pattern in the form of cotorful layers.
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A wide shot of the Mesa or Bryce biome,

which was reteased in Minecraft 1.7.2. The

cotorfuI blocks are types of clay that are

useful in crafting.

1. load a seed wortd with a Mesa biome.

(Note that the Mesa biome maY not

be at spawn, the spot Your character

rtarts in-game. Press "e" to access

your inventcry, where you'tl find ban'

ners in many color variations (fiS. f).

2. You'tt need a crafting tabte to crcate

uniqse banners (fig. Z).

Fig.2: Use a crafting tabie to c,lsiomize the

b an n ers.

ABOUT MiNECRATT BAhINERS

Banners can be plaeed on the

ground and on watlr. Ihey #en't

soLid, so mobs and other iteryns can

move through them. TheY -{:i&n't be

burned, and water and lava fiow

around them.
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Fig. 1: A hot bar ful[ cf banners.
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3. Place a banner and other items in the

crafting table. For exampte, you can

place a brick bLock next to a bannelto

(reate a brick-like pattern. Add a dye

to the recipe to change the pattern'$i

color (figs. 3 and 4). Use dYe in a

Y-shaped pattern to create a gradient

of cotor on the banner. You can then

customize a gradient banner with a

creeper head (fig. 5), a daisY (fiS.6),

and more.
Fig.3 and 4: Change dye coiors to change the cotor of a paitern'

Fig" 5 and 6: You can aLso cusiomize your banners urirh images.
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MORE TO EXPLORE

r Place the banners you designed

on, in. and around your restaurant

(see Lab 5). Make the banner

a part of the restaurant theme

and logo.

r Create Large versions ofyour

banners using pixel art. Begin

by coloring your pixel art on

graph paper, then recreate the

drawing in-game using sirni[ar

colored blacks,

n Create a banner that resembles

your country's flag.
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